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In Hell by L. Marshall James is Horror When Paul first hears of the South American flu, he disregards it as just another health scare on par with swine or bird flu. However, when news reports show video footage of large-scale riots and unprecedented violence, he knows that something is wrong. As the outbreak hits home, Paul is forced to confront the realities of the world around him, as well as the fact that he wasn't as prepared as he thought. In daydreams, he had envisioned himself fighting through the chaos and horror of the zombie apocalypse to emerge unscathed among the ashes. He thought he'd be a hero who saved the good, destroyed the evil, and rebuilt what was left of the world into something better than it was before. He was wrong. There are no heroes In Hell.

More Recommended Books

Mr. Monster

By : Dan Wells

I killed a demon. I don't know if it was really, technically a demon, but I do know that he was some kind of monster, with fangs and claws and the whole bit, and he killed a lot of people. So I killed him. I think it was the right thing to do. At least the killing stopped. Well, it stopped for a while. In I Am Not a Serial Killer, John Wayne Cleaver saved his town from a murderer even more appalling than the serial killers he obsessively studies. But it turns out even demons have friends, and the disappearance of one has brought another to Clayton County. Soon there are new victims for John to work on at the mortuary and a new mystery to solve. But John has tasted death, and the dark nature he used as a weapon---the terrifying persona he calls "Mr. Monster"---might now be using him. No one in Clayton is safe unless John can vanquish two nightmarish adversaries: the unknown demon he must hunt and the inner demon he can never escape. In this sequel to his brilliant debut, Dan Wells ups the ante with a thriller that is just as gripping and even more intense. He apologizes in advance for the nightmares. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Gespenster-Krimi 6 - Horror-Serie

By : Curd Cornelius

können, ein Fluch war. Wie oft schon hatte sie versucht, zu vergessen, welche Fähigkeit in ihr steckte. Sie wollte nicht mehr die Tür zur anderen Ebene öffnen müssen, doch diesmal war es anders. Irgendetwas zwang sie dazu ...  

**Talion**

By : Mary Maddox  
When you're being hunted by a human monster, sometimes your only hope is a daemon. Lu Jakes lives in a trailer in the Utah mountains with her neglectful father and abusive stepmother. She survives by keeping to herself and not fighting back. She can also see daemons. Strange, terrifying, beautiful daemons, led by the incandescent Talion. Though they sometimes tempt her to do things like kill her stepmother, the special bond she shares with Talion makes her sure the demons are on her side. Pretty sure. Things are finally looking up for Lu when she makes a new friend: lovely, confident Lisa Duncan, visiting for the summer. But a sadistic killer has stalked Lisa from Illinois, and he quickly decides to take Lu as well. He will torture and violate them until he is all that exists, until they are utterly his. In a bloody battle for her very soul, Lu must find the strength to save herself and her friend. Can she count on the daemons for help, or does Talion have darker plans?  

**The Pumpkin Eater**

By : Justin Cawthorne  
A creepy house. A sinister old man. An innocent young boy... ... why, it must be Halloween again!  

Don't Go in the Woods

By : Drac Von Stoller  
Jimmy Spencer was only ten years old and scared to go into the woods behind his house. His older brother Steven would tell him stories about a man that lived in a cabin in the woods that liked to kill children with his sharp axe. During the day Jimmy's brother would dare him to go into the woods, but Jimmy was so scared that if he did he might be on the old man's chopping block behind his cabin. One day when Jimmy was playing in his backyard all alone, he thought he heard a voice coming from within the woods calling his name. Jimmy first thought it was the wind howling so he just kept bouncing the rubber ball off the back wall of his house. Then he'd thought he heard a voice again coming from within the woods. Sure enough he did so he went to see who was calling his name. Just as he stepped foot in the woods his brother Steven jumped out of a bush. Jimmy just about jumped out of his pants. Steven started laughing and said, "What's the matter scaredy cat? Afraid the old man might get you." Jimmy replied, "That's not funny, you scared the crap out of me." Steven said, "You should have seen the look on your face, scaredy Cat." "Quit calling me scaredy cat. I'm going to tell Mom on you." said Jimmy in a frightened voice. "Go right ahead! Scaredy Cat! Scaredy Cat! I can't believe you're that scared to go into the woods. You're the biggest chicken I've ever met in my life," exclaimed Steven. "No I'm not! I'll prove it to you. I'll go right now," said Jimmy in a shaky voice. "I'll be waiting, just to make sure you don't chicken out," laughed Steven. Jimmy set off into the dark thick forest all alone.
**Dead Hunger V: The Road To California**

By: Eric A. Shelman

We used to believe that mankind contaminated the Earth through our use of oil, coal and other non-biodegradable consumables and pollutants. We never once considered that the planet might one day contaminate us. But that's what happened. Over a year has passed since an ancient gas started seeping from every surface of the planet. Nine out of every ten humans have since transformed into walking dead creatures with an insatiable hunger for human brains and flesh. We, the survivors, are now food for the afflicted ... and we are vastly outnumbered. So, while it would seem to be an improbable time for a road trip, don't tell Dave Gammon that. Dave has fought alongside Flex, Gem, Hemp and Charlie for almost a year as they struggled to survive each unpredictable dawn in their horrifying new world. Now Dave has a new mission: to carry out the plans he had made with his late sister, Lisa. He and Serena will forge their way from Whitmire, South Carolina, all the way to Dunsmuir, California, where Dave hopes to find his uncle – quite possibly his last blood relative. Dave is determined to find out whether his “Uncle Bug” is dead or alive ... or something in between. But it's a long way from South Carolina to northern California, and with the hordes of walking dead between our group of travelers and their destination, it won't be easy. Our friends have no idea that a young goddess awaits them at the end of their journey ... nor do they know whether her allegiance lies with the living, or the undead.

**Haven: Jennyville**

By: Jeff Ping

Haven: Jennyville, The newest installment of the Haven: novels about the inhabitants of a community living in a post Zombie apocalypse world. Ralph Mason and Rob Mathews must adapt to their situation or shape it to fit themselves. After a year of risking their lives for the good of the community they find that they must adapt to taking orders from the community members. They are forced to make the decision to stay and adjust to the new situation or leave and abandon Haven and its residents. Or they can stay and fight the elected representatives of Haven. The Security subcommittee has decide for the safety of Haven they need more control of the foragers. They feel the rogue free lance foragers need to be reigned in. Suddenly the two men find themselves fighting the Zombies, hostile survivor groups and the councilmen of Haven as well.

**The Night Bus**

By: Ray Daley

For some the joy is in the destination, for others the joy is in the journey. Eventually we will all arrive at the same destination, some sooner than others no matter how we travel. Welcome aboard The Night Bus, stopping at all points from terminus to terminus.

**Dark Screams: Volume Seven**

By: Brian James Freeman, Richard Chizma

Robert McCammon, James Renner, Kaaron Warren, Brian Hodge, Bill Schweigart, and Mick Garris reveal sinister secrets and unsavory pasts in a haunting anthology of short stories collected by acclaimed horror editors Brian James Freeman and Richard Chizmar. LIZARDMAN by Robert McCammon The lizardman thinks he knows about all the mysterious dangers of the Florida swamps, but there are things lurking in the bayou that are older and deadlier than his wildest dreams. A MONSTER COMES TO ASHDOWN FOREST (IN WHICH CHRISTOPHER ROBIN SAYS GOODBYE) by James Renner Although every child dreams of visiting Hundred Acre Wood, only one has ever actually frolicked in that fabled forest—and survived. FURTHEREST by Kaaron Warren She’s been going to the beach since she was a child, daring the other kids to go out past the dunes where those...
boys died all those years ago. Now she realizes that the farther out you go, the harder it is to come back. WEST OF MATAMOROS, NORTH OF HELL by Brian Hodge After the success of their latest album, Sebastián, Sofia, and Enrique head to Mexico for a shoot under the statue of Santa Muerte. But they have fans south of the border who’d kill to know where they get their inspiration. THE EXPEDITION by Bill Schweigart On a quest to bring glory to the Führer, Lieutenant Dietrich Drexler leads his team into the ruins of the Carpathian Mountains. But the wolf that’s stalking them is no ordinary predator. SNOW SHADOWS by Mick Garris A schoolteacher’s impulsive tryst with a colleague becomes a haunting lesson in tragedy and terror when he’s targeted for revenge by an unlikely, unhinged rival. Praise for the Dark Screams series “A wicked treat [featuring] . . . some of the genre’s best.” —Hellnotes , on Volume One “Five fun-to-read stories by top-notch horror scribes. How can you lose? The answer: you can’t.” —Atomic Fangirl , on Volume Two “If you have not tried the series yet, do yourself a favor and grab a copy of any (or all) of the books for yourself.” —Examiner.com , on Volume Three “Fans of horror of every variety will find something to love in these pages.” —LitReactor , on Volume Four “[ Volume Five ] runs the gamut from throwback horror to lyrical and heartbreaking tales.” —Publishers Weekly
In Hell is a 2003 American prison action film directed by Ringo Lam. It stars Jean-Claude van Damme and Lawrence Taylor. It is the third and final collaboration between Jean-Claude van Damme and Hong Kong film director Ringo Lam. The film was released direct-to-DVD in the United States on November 25, 2003. Kyle LeBlanc is an American working overseas in Magnitogorsk, Russia. When he hears his wife being attacked over the phone, Kyle rushes home, but is too late to save her. Sergio Kovac, the man who